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The Vaccine
(Dis)Information War

So, good news, folks! It appears that 
GloboCap’s Genetic Modification 
Division has come up with a miracle 
vaccine for Covid! It’s an absolutely 
safe, non-experimental, messenger-
RNA vaccine that teaches your cells to 
produce a protein that triggers an 
immune response, just like your body’s
immune-system response, only better, 
because it’s made by corporations! Pg 
18-22

Face Mask, Money, State and Human Stupidity
It’s summer. The heat on the streets of São Paulo is over 90°F. 
Without a facial mask, it’s hard enough to breathe. Nevertheless, 98 
per cent of people are wearing facial masks (I do a mental accounting 
of this percentage every day). They pass by me and I see the torment 
they’re going through. Many squealing under the cloth that clog his 
breath, with sweat dripping down his forehead. In addition, these 
people don’t even lower their masks to leave their noses or mouths 
out. They spend the days, the weeks pass, the months… It’s been 
almost a year, and I can’t settle for the daily repetition of this 
abnormal scene – with varying climates, of course, sometimes a 
torrential rain and there’s the unfortunate under the umbrella wearing 
his facial mask. Sometimes it’s the only human being on a deserted 
street… and he’s wearing his facial mask.
The scenario is shocking to any thinking being, although the masses 
do not realize and seem to have assimilated an abnormality as 
something normal. If many people do something abnormal, the 
abnormal does not become normal, but only common. What is 
common may not be normal. And obstructing your breathing and 
hiding your face for no reason is definitely abnormal. Pg 1-8

Texas ‘Deep Freeze’:
Urgent Climate Warning
but Not How You Think

In the unfolding extreme winter 
tragedy in Texas as well as many other
regions of the United States not 
prepared for severe winter weather, a 
notable point is that much of the vast 
windmill batteries across the state, 
supposed to generate 25% of the state 
electric power grid, have frozen and 
are largely useless. The recent severe 
winter weather across not only the 
continental USA but also large parts of
the EU, and even the Middle East, 
warrants a closer look at a subject that 
has been too long ignored by the UN 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change (IPCC) reports, as well as by a 
new group of academics known as 
Climate Scientists. That is, the 
influence of our sun on global climate. 
Pg 22-25

Is COVID-19 A Hoax?

Fact checkers and official media talking heads accuse anyone who 
suggests that "COVID is a hoax" of being COVID deniers, conspiracy 
theorists and of exhibiting a callous disregard for lives allegedly lost to
the disease. Pg 8-17

The People Are Consumed by Psychosis,
Schizophrenia, Ignorance, and Indifference

As I watch this takeover of the people of the world, and understand the
insanity of it all, I have to pause in order to regain composure, and to 
continually guard against consorting with a mass population that 
seems to be a type of pod people straight out of “Invasion of the Body 
Snatchers.” (https://www.theburningplatform.com/2020/12/08/invasion-of-the-
body-snatchers-psychological-warfare-disguised-as-a-pandemic-threat/) One 
need look no further than the sea of masks to understand this 
phenomenon, as all expression is hidden, and all look the same. This is
a modern twilight zone, but it is one where the people not only look 
the same, they are the same. Pg 17-18
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Face Mask, Money,
State and Human

Stupidity
Source:

https://www.lewrockwell.com/2021/02/f
ernando-chiocca/790793-2/

By Fernando Chiocca

Not only is there no evidence 
that mask use by the general 
population reduces virus 
infection, but there is also no 
deadly pandemic virus to 
avoid. The data is available to 
everyone. Covid-19 was touted 
as being highly fatal, an 
existential threat, but it soon 
emerged that its mortality rate 
was very low. As Donald J. 
Boudreaux reported in this 
article, Covid is nothing 
different from other risks 
(https://www.aier.org/article/covid-is-
not-categorically-different/):

Ages 0-19:    99.997%
Ages 20-49:  99.98%
Ages 50-69:  99.5%
Ages 70+:     94.6%

Seasonal Flu Infection 
Survival Rate (for population 
as a whole): 99.90%

This single slice of 
information should be 
sufficient to put Covid-19 in 
proper perspective. It makes 
plain that the risk that this 
disease poses to humanity as a
whole does not differ 
categorically from the risk of 
seasonal flu – or, for that 
matter, from any of the many 
other perils that we humans 
routinely encounter. And 

because these figures show the
estimated chances of survival 
of those who are infected with 
Covid, even for persons 70 
years of age or older Covid 
obviously is not a 
categorically unique threat.

And yet, again, humanity has 
reacted to Covid in a manner 
categorically unique. It’s as if 
a hornet rather than a 
honeybee found its way into 
our home, and so to protect 
ourselves from the somewhat-
more-threatening invader we 
commenced to frantically 
scour every room of our home 
with a flamethrower.

These data are confirmed by 
comparing the concrete result of 
the year of the “deadly 
pandemic” with other years: 
there was no increase in deaths 
outside the normal increase from
one year to the next 
(https://youtu.be/Oqz7G2hMbys). And
the numbers are available for 
anyone who wants to see. In 
fact, what happened was an 
unprecedented and inexplicable 
dramatic decrease in the number 
of deaths from other causes 
(https://youtu.be/PsL-9Ahk1XM) – an 
indication that probably many 
deaths attributed to such a virus 
were actually due to these other 
causes. Obviously, every death is
something to regret, but the fact 
is that the vast majority of deaths
of this disease are from people 
of age within normal life 
expectancy.

So even if the facial masks really
offered protection against a 
virus, why would anyone under 

70 care to wear them? However, 
they don’t. Before this mass 
human experiment 
(http://www.theblogmire.com/the-
largest-experiment-on-humans-ever-
seen/), scientific studies pointed 
out that the universal use of 
masks does not decrease a viral 
epidemic (see here - 
https://rothbardbrasil.com/pelo-
direito-basico-de-respirar-a-tirania-
anticientifica-das-mascaras-tem-que-
acabar/, here - 
https://rothbardbrasil.com/o-ano-dos-
disfarces/, here - 
https://rothbardbrasil.com/prezados-
humanos-mascaras-nao-funcionam/, 
here - https://rothbardbrasil.com/nao-
ha-ciencia-estabelecida-que-
corrobore-o-uso-de-mascaras/, here - 
https://rothbardbrasil.com/novo-
estudo-cientifico-as-mascaras-sao-
inuteis-contra-covid/ and here - 
https://www.aier.org/article/masking-a-
careful-review-of-the-evidence/). And 
after the experiment (which is 
still in progress) it was found 
empirically that the studies were 
right (see here - 
https://rothbardbrasil.com/analise-
abrangente-de-50-estados-mostra-
maior-disseminacao-com-uso-de-
mascara/, here - 
https://rothbardbrasil.com/sem-
quarentena-ou-decreto-de-mascara-a-
florida-tem-praticamente-o-mesmo-
nivel-de-hospitalizacao-da-temporada-
de-gripe-de-2018/ and here - 
https://rothbardbrasil.com/todo-
mundo-ja-esta-usando-uma-mascara-
elas-simplesmente-nao-funcionam/). 
That’s something anyone can 
infer. Here in São Paulo, as I 
said, the use of masks easily 
passes through 95% of the 
population, and the number of 
“cases” (which does not mean 
“sick”, only “positive PCR 
tests”) not only did not increase 
but also did not decrease. 
Another empirical example is 
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the case of Sweden, one of the 
places where no one wears a 
mask 
(https://www.aier.org/article/masks-in-
sweden/) , not even on public 
transport, (and which has not 
imposed quarantines) and the 
number of deaths per inhabitants
in 2020 is the same as in 2015. 
Despite the evidence, people 
around here are still wearing 
masks. And they do it just 
because they told them to do it.
It doesn’t matter that the people 
who told them to wear a mask 
are the same ones that days 
before told them not to wear a 
mask. Jenin Younes comments 
on this article 
(https://www.aier.org/article/the-
question-of-masks/) on:

the so-called experts’ 
notorious about-face on masks
this past March. Having said 
for weeks that face coverings 
do not stop transmission of the
virus, Anthony Fauci 
(https://www.businessinsider.com/fa
uci-doesnt-regret-advising-against-
masks-early-in-pandemic-2020-7), 
the Centers for Disease 
Control (CDC - 
https://www.dallasnews.com/news/p
ublic-health/2020/04/08/why-did-
the-recommendation-on-wearing-
face-masks-change/), the Surgeon
General 
(https://twitter.com/surgeon_general
/status/1233725785283932160?
lang=en), and others, did a 180
virtually overnight.

Here in Brazil we also have our 
famous youtuber “scientist” 
prophet of the apocalypse 
(https://rothbardbrasil.com/e-mentira/)
doing the same thing. In this 
video 

(https://youtu.be/0SNw_uyurCo?
t=1190) he laughs at the facial 
masks saying they don’t work, 
just shortly after recommending 
them. Now these same people 
change their minds again and 
say that the masks don’t work 
anymore, that now we have to 
wear 2 or 3 masks at the same 
time! 
(https://youtu.be/0SNw_uyurCo?
t=1190)

And none of this is capable of 
making people question the use 
of masks; they keep using. In an 
excellent psychosocial analysis 
(https://www.globalresearch.ca/covid-
mask-psychology-surrender/5735462), 
Julian Rose tries to answer why:

Wearing ‘the mask’ is for 
those who suffer feelings of 
fear and/or guilt. Think about 
it.

One might reject such a notion
“No, no, I’m just worried 
about being fined, that’s why I 
wear it”. Or “I don’t want to 
take any risks, the health 
authorities wouldn’t tell us to 
wear masks unless there was 
some protection benefit.”

Are these valid responses? 
Both are based primarily on 
fear. Fear of what an authority
might do if one was to disobey
the rules, and fear of sickness 
should one not follow the 
authorities’ instructions.

Indeed, fear. However, these 
fears are completely 
unfounded, which means that 
the basis of this fear is 
stupidity. As we’ve seen, facial 

masks don’t protect anyone from
viruses, and even if someone 
gets the coronavirus, the risk of 
getting sick is small, and of 
dying, even smaller. Influenza 
and tuberculosis, to name two 
airborne diseases, together kill 
2,150,000 
(https://www.who.int/teams/global-
tuberculosis-programme/tb-
reports/global-report-2019) people 
worldwide each year (650,000 
flu - 
https://www.who.int/news/item/13-12-
2017-up-to-650-000-people-die-of-
respiratory-diseases-linked-to-
seasonal-flu-each-year and 1.5 
million tuberculosis - 
https://www.who.int/teams/global-
tuberculosis-programme/tb-
reports/global-report-2019). That’s 
pretty much the same death toll 
that Covid-19 has reportedly hit 
so far. That is to say, in general, 
the world is not facing any 
greater threat than the threats 
that have always existed.

Regarding the fear of a fine, at 
least in my region, I’ve never 
even heard of anyone who was 
fined for not wearing a facial 
mask. You see, I wear seat belts 
for fear of a ticket. What should 
be a personal choice based on an
individual risk assessment has 
become mandatory in several 
places. I’ve taken several fines. 
And a lot of other people I know,
too. Thousands of people keep 
taking this ticket. So, after being 
one of the great funders of the 
fine industry, I was domesticated
by the whip of the State Master 
and am today a generally 
obedient puppy. But I don’t 
know anyone who got a ticket 
for being out without a facial 
mask. In fact, only 327 
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(https://outline.com/th5AGH) people 
were fined for not wearing a 
facial mask in the State in five 
months. With a population of 45 
million this makes the chance of 
receiving a fine for lack of facial
mask as 0.00000727%, making 
the fear of the fine even more 
stupid than the fear of the virus. 
(With the caveat that the facial 
mask could actually protect you 
from a fine, but not from a virus)
Of course, this number may vary
from place to place, but, thank 
God, for now, only in some 
places in China there is 
monitoring citizens by facial 
recognition cameras, which can 
identify people in the same way 
that license plates are identified, 
and fine them. Therefore, there’s
still a chance to run away from 
these very rare tax. However, as 
the Communists taught the 
world, an even better way than 
ordering you to do something is 
to make you feel bad about not 
doing something 
(https://www.ericpetersautos.com/2020
/12/24/show-respect/). And making 
a stupid humanity believe the 
sham that they’re saving lives 
against a fatal virus by 
hanging a piece of cloth on his 
face wasn’t difficult.

The infinite human
stupidity

A phrase erroneously attributed 
to Albert Einstein reads as 
follows: “Two things are 
infinite: the universe and human
stupidity; and I’m not sure about
the universe.” First, there is no 
record that Einstein said this, 
and it would really be difficult, 
because, as far as I can tell, 

Einstein died believing that the 
universe was finite (and 
expanding). And when 
investigating 
(https://skeptics.stackexchange.com/qu
estions/18140/did-einstein-say-two-
things-are-infinite-the-universe-and-
human-stupidity-and) the origins of 
this phrase we came to several 
suspects, among them Alexander
Dumas, Kant and Voltaire, 
among others who said similar 
things. We may not know for 
sure who’s the author, but this 
makes it clear that extreme 
human stupidity is repeatedly 
recognized by many over the 
centuries.

I tend to agree with Gardner’s 
theory of multiple intelligences 
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theory_
of_multiple_intelligences), which 
holds that there are types of 
intelligence independent of each 
other (in his theory, seven). In 
this case, an I.Q. test would not 
be ideal for knowing whether a 
person is smart or not, because 
they can get along badly in the 
test, but still get along in life, or 
even be considered a genius, for 
example, in music. Critics of this
theory say that intelligence is 
one thing, but regardless of 
which theory is correct, the fact 
is that even geniuses can make 
stupid decisions or say stupid 
things. Therefore, if there are 
kinds of intelligence, there are 
also kinds of stupidity.

Einstein himself is an example 
of this. A genius of physics, with
a 160-point I.Q., considered one 
of the smartest people to ever 
live, defended one of the 
stupidest ideas in history: 
socialism. His argument 

(https://bit.ly/2O6ee5j) is full of 
platitudes, clichés and non 
sequiturs, – as Tom Woods 
demonstrated 
(https://tomwoods.com/ep-1355-was-
einstein-an-idiot-on-economics/) – 
which makes it to be considered 
a great stupidity. So we have a 
great genius being stupider than 
a right-wing Average Joe. Of 
course, in 1949, when Einstein 
made his defense of socialism, 
its practical failure was not as 
clear as it is today, but Mises’ 
argument about the impossibility
of economic calculus in 
socialism 
(https://mises.org/library/economic-
calculation-socialist-commonwealth) 
was published in 1920 and was 
already relatively well spread 
among the intellectual circles of 
the time (even more for a 
Germanic), which would 
indicate another Einstein 
stupidity: that of not doing basic 
research on a subject before 
issuing an opinion about it. 
Moreover, apart from economic 
arguments, socialism implies 
distortions of concepts of justice 
and easily perceptible 
incompatibilities with human 
nature, which makes of the 
Average Joe, even if he cannot 
refute socialism with economic 
arguments, instinctively smarter 
than Einstein in rejecting it.

Therefore, if even geniuses are 
liable to atrocious stupidities, 
we see that there is nothing 
unusual about the masses 
embracing an idea as 
completely stupid and 
abnormal as facial masks. 
Continuing his analysis of the 
use of a facial mask for fear of 
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not following “authority”, Julian
Rose discusses 
(https://www.globalresearch.ca/covid-
mask-psychology-surrender/5735462):

But who are ‘the authorities?’ 
And are their demands backed
by empirical evidence that the 
wearing  of a mask is a proven
defence against infection by 
Covid? Will our mask wearer 
ask these questions? And if not
– why not?

“Well, I do wonder what it’s 
all about – but there doesn’t 
seem to be much point in 
questioning it, does there.”

Right, in effect this is an 
admission of intellectual 
laziness coupled with an 
egregious obedience to the 
commands of ‘the authority’. 
This is the state of mind of 
those unwilling to think for 
themselves.

Allowing one’s self to be 
herded because one does not 
want to question the 
command, is a psychological 
sickness which presents an 
open book for the unchecked 
spread of fascistic 
authoritarianism.

I wonder how the same person
would react if told to crawl to 
the shops on hands and knees,
because ‘the authority’ said 
that these particularly 
pathogens only travel at head 
height?

Well, that’s the level of stupidity
that human societies meet. And 
that level was not reached 

naturally or by chance. People 
are trained to not think for 
themselves and to follow 
“authority” for many years in 
state-controlled or state-
controlled educational 
institutions 
(https://rothbardbrasil.com/a-
educacao-estatal-funciona-
perfeitamente/). Decorate, repeat, 
don’t question, obey, and you’ll 
be fine. Only the fact that people
recognize as authorities a 
supranational bureaucratic entity
that is more political than 
scientific (WHO - 
https://rothbardbrasil.com/a-
insensatez-da-oms-diante-do-virus-
chines/) and politicians already 
show that general stupidity is 
very high. Nevertheless, there 
are more serious cases. People 
who practice exercises wearing a
facial mask can be even more 
stupid, because they don’t even 
know what the “authorities” say.
In the hierarchy of so-called 
authorities, governments say 
they follow the WHO. But the 
WHO says NOT to wear a facial
mask during physical activities 
as this obviously DOES HARM 
to health. And this is a 
determination that who has not 
reversed; they keep saying it 
today:

People should NOT wear
masks while exercising

https://youtu.be/1_AxGswGnno

Nevertheless, we see every day 
around here a legion of complete
stupid people riding bikes, 
running or walking the streets, 
or practicing exercises in gyms 
wearing a facial mask! If the 
authority of the authority 
recognized by these people says 

not to use it and yet they do, 
their brain capacity is definitely 
compromised beyond any hope. 
It’s stupidity on top of 
stupidity. That’s stupider than 
people alone in their cars 
wearing facial masks. Perhaps 
the only thing more stupid 
than this are the nut parents 
who commit the crime of 
putting a mask on children, as 
they are more likely to die hit 
by stray bullets and lightning 
than by Covid. But I think I’m 
the wrong one for looking for 
logic in stupidity. People are 
stupid, and that shouldn’t 
surprise anyone – let alone 
libertarians.

When Dr. Roger Hodkinson 
referred 
(https://www.lewrockwell.com/2020/12
/joseph-mercola/the-greatest-hoax-
ever-perpetuated-on-an-unsuspecting-
public/) to the COVID-19 
pandemic, he said it is the 
“greatest hoax ever perpetrated 
on an unsuspecting public.” Dr. 
Hodkinson is one of Canada’s 
leading pathologists and an 
expert in virology; he is talking 
about a subject he dominates, so 
he could not be deceived by 
“authorities” to believe in stupid
things; after all, he himself is a 
true authority on the subject. Dr. 
Alessandro Loiola also ranked 
this pandemic on the cover of his
book COVID-19: The 
Fraudemic 
(https://www.instagram.com/p/CKmfq1
LnS3C/) as “the greatest hoax of 
all time”. Indeed covid-19 is a 
frighteningly large hoax, which
has caused and will still cause 
catastrophic economic damage. 
It is estimated that the U.S. alone
will lose $15 trillion because 
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(https://youtu.be/s48qrLIeGsA) of the
state’s actions against the virus. 
To put it in perspective, 15 
trillion is the value of Spain. 
And I’m not talking about the 
GDP of Spain, but of the whole 
of Spain; all the real estate, land,
equipment, everything. And all 
this for nothing, because the 
restrictive measures of 
governments have done nothing 
to stop the virus 
(https://rothbardbrasil.com/quarentena
s-nao-controlam-o-coronavirus-a-
evidencia/), and will cause more 
extra deaths than the virus itself. 
Is there a greater fraud than that?
Yes.

Money

The fiduciary monetary system 
of central banks dominated the 
world many decades ago. The 
damage this system causes to 
humanity with its inflationary 
money and its cyclical crises is 
incalculable. The Institute of 
International Finance (IIF) 
estimates 
(https://mises.org/wire/governments-
money-monopoly-and-great-reset) that
global debt climbed to $277 
trillion by the end of 2020, 
amounting to a staggering 365 
percent of world gross domestic 
product (GDP). The fiat money 
of governments is simply a 
fake money. Central banks are
simply a fraud. There has never
been a recognized market failure
to be corrected by a central 
bank; they were established on 
the basis of lies and false 
theories just to increase the 
power of governments and the 
wealth of connected bankers. 
Despite such tragedy caused to 

the world, the ignoble masses 
accept the system without 
question. They don’t care with 
What Has Government Done to 
Our Money? 
(https://mises.org/library/what-has-
government-done-our-money-0) Most
people who get interested in the 
topic receive and accept false 
theories that are propagated by 
“experts” co-opted by the state, 
although true knowledge is a 
click away 
(https://mises.org/topics/central-
banks).

I clicked that. I was a layman in 
economics, but I was interested 
in the subject when I saw the 
damage that economic crises did
to me and the world. The 
mainstream explanation didn’t 
please me, so I kept researching. 
I came across several alternative 
explanations: Keynes 
(https://rothbardbrasil.com/a-
refutacao-misesiana-de-keynes/), 
Friedman 
(https://rothbardbrasil.com/rothbard-
friedman-e-a-grande-depressao-quem-
afinal-estava-certo/)… until I found
the Austrian theory of economic 
cycles (https://mises.org/austrian-
school/business-cycles), which was 
the one that made the most sense
to me. However, I was only 
convinced that I found the 
correct explanation when 
investigating the epistemology 
of the Austrian School, i.e., how 
Austrians know what they know.
And I learned that economics is 
a branch of praxeology 
(https://rothbardbrasil.com/a-
praxeologia-e-a-ciencia-economica/), 
the science of human action. As 
such, it is a logical-deductive 
axiomatic science, i.e., economic

propositions are logically 
derived from axioms, and unless 
some flaw is pointed out in this 
deduction (and none have ever 
been), they have the same status 
as the axiom: they are 
undeniable. And it is a priori, 
that is, it cannot be denied or 
confirmed by experiments. Only 
then did I conclude that I have 
come to true knowledge. 
However, despite the enormous 
tragedies caused by the crises 
and all their foundations have 
already been refuted by the 
Austrians, the central banks 
remain, since virtually no one 
goes down this intellectual path.

State

However, the central bank 
system is just one of the frauds 
supported by another even 
bigger fraud: the state. The state
is nothing more than a 
completely unnecessary, 
extremely damaging, entirely 
illegitimate and fully criminal 
barbaric relic. If it was ever the
least worst alternative among 
those available – being 
annihilated by an invading tribe 
or just being robbed periodically
by this tribe, that is, a state – in 
today’s world it is simply the 
worst arrangement one can 
imagine. If we cannot calculate 
the size of the damage caused by
the state’s fake money, the 
calculation of the damage from 
the state’s existence is even 
more complicated, as it should 
include the very damage caused 
by its monetary system imposed 
through its legal tender law. 
Society even tries to scale part of
the damage with the 
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impostometer, which shows that 
in 2020, while destroying the 
economy with its covid 
restrictions, the state still stole 
directly in taxes from the 
Brazilian people more than 2 
trillion reais.

All this wealth is aggressively 
diverted from the individual who
would use it to satisfy their most
urgent needs to satisfy the needs 
of bureaucrats and their 
comrades. However, the greatest
damage lies in the cost of 
opportunity; everything that is 
no longer produced because of 
the barriers and prohibitions 
imposed by the state. And just as
the existence of central banks 
depends on the state, the 
collective hysteria of fraud 
would also not occur in a 
stateless society, as Philipp 
Bagus suggested in this article 
(https://mises.org/wire/how-state-
spreads-mass-hysteria):

mass hysteria is possible in a 
free society, but there are self-
correcting mechanisms. The 
harm such hysteria may inflict
is limited by the enforcement 
of private property rights. The 
state amplifies and 
exacerbates mass panics, 
causing tremendous havoc. 
What are local, limited, and 
isolated outbreaks of mass 
hysteria in a free society the 
state can convert into a global
mass hysteria. Unfortunately, 
there is no limit to the damage
mass hysteria can do to life 
and liberty if it takes hold of 
the government, as the state 
does not respect private 
property. The unscrupulous 

violation of basic liberties 
during the corona epidemic is 
a case in point. The possibility
of mass hysteria is another 
reason why the state is such a 
dangerous institution to have.

Since the theories that underpin 
the state 
(https://mises.org/library/anatomy-
state) are even more stupid than 
those that base central banks, 
such as social contracts, market 
failures 
(https://rothbardbrasil.com/o-contrato-
social-e-o-consentimento-do-
governado/), lack of security 
(https://rothbardbrasil.com/a-
producao-privada-de-servicos-de-
seguranca/), etc., and that the state
exists by consent of the 
governed 
(https://rothbardbrasil.com/a-filosofia-
politica-de-etienne-de-la-boetie/), we 
have that the state also exists 
only because of human stupidity.
The overwhelming majority of
humans are stupid and defend 
or accept their own slavery. 
And we libertarians already 
knew that. I don’t know him, but
statistically, I imagine that Dr. 
Hodkinson, who wasn’t stupid 
enough to be fooled by the covid
fraud, is probably stupid to 
support, even passively, the fiat 
money and the state. Yes, this 
pandemic is a monumental 
hoax, and we ourselves have 
already referred to it as “the 
biggest fraud in history”, as in 
this article 
(https://www.lewrockwell.com/2020/04
/gary-d-barnett/the-biggest-fraud-in-
history-is-happening-right-before-our-
eyes/). It’s really amazing how 
easily politicians and the 
media have made healthy 
people agree to wear facial 

masks, stay at home, and even 
lose their jobs and go 
bankrupt because of a virus 
with a very low mortality rate. 
But thinking better, and 
amazingly enough, there are 
bigger scams.

As Hans-Hermann Hoppe notes 
(https://mises.org/wire/hoppe-
lockdowns):

Since time immemorial, the 
megalomania of politicians, 
born of irresponsibility, has 
manifested itself in the fact 
that, based on various key 
figures supplied by their 
respective official statistical 
authorities, these politicians 
have concocted a 
“scientifically based” 
justification for their ever 
more numerous and far-
reaching state interventions 
into normal societal 
interactions. Up to now, 
however, these indicators have
essentially been figures taken 
from the field of economic 
statistics,  … offered 
policymakers a possible 
reason to intervene. […]

With the corona crisis, 
however, politics has moved 
on to completely new shores in
this respect. Politicians have 
discovered that health 
statistics offer an even greater
gateway for governmental 
despotism and status craving 
than all the indicators of 
economic statistics. On the 
basis of a virus test, which has
been chosen as the official 
indicator of an allegedly acute
or even fatal danger of 
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infection, politics has 
succeeded in bringing almost 
our entire social life to a 
standstill, plunging millions of
people into economic or social
hardship or distress, while 
helping the pharmaceutical-
industrial complex, i.e., for 
example, the manufacturers of
masks, tests, and vaccines, to 
amass enormous wealth, and 
yet to emerge from the whole 
story, so far at least, as 
heroes.

A frightening, downright 
devastating realization.

Conclusion

Therefore, we are only facing 
yet another farce orchestrated 
by a ruling elite that is fully 
aware of widespread human 
stupidity and uses it to expand 
its power and wealth. But what
is most impressive about this 
new fraud is that astonishingly
we can see daily the 
overwhelming amount of 
stupid people who believe in it,
because their opinion is 
displayed in their faces, or 
rather, in the absence of their 
face. Personally, I was already 
aware of the stupid state that 
most of humanity is in, and 
because of that, my hopes of 
achieving a free society were 
remote – being optimistic, 
perhaps in the next millennium. 
And yet the masked herd 
shocked me. It’s more serious 
than I thought. Stupidity is 
turning into a mental illness.

The film The Aviator 
(https://mises.org/library/flying-solo-

aviator-and-libertarian-philosophy) 
begins with Howard Hughes as a
child 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=EqX-nx0YD4w) spelling the 
word Q-U-A-R-A-N-T-I-N-E 
with his mother while bathing. 
And she’s telling her son how 
diseases like cholera and typhus 
are dangerous and that he wasn’t
safe. Apparently it was the 
germophobic mother who made 
her son develop germophobia, 
which worsened throughout his 
life. Hughes, who can be 
considered a genius in many 
ways, went on to not hold hands 
with people, walk around with a 
soap in his pocket and wash his 
hands until they bled, and came 
to isolate himself from everyone 
into a closed room for months 
for fear of illness. Germophobia,
in addition to a stupidity of 
people who do not know how to 
assess risks, is a mental illness 
that should be treated. Again and
again people who see me in the 
street without a facial mask 
crossed to another sidewalk so 
they wouldn’t cross me. Many 
people are spraying alcohol and 
passing cloths on all their 
grocery shopping. Others are 
even boarding airplanes with full
PPE (Personal Protective 
Equipment). Unfortunately, there
really is an ongoing pandemic in
the world, but it is a pandemic of
germophobia.

I can’t believe we have a chance 
to reverse this picture of 
widespread stupidity that’s 
already turning into a mental 
illness. It would be necessary for
every libertarian to also become 
a psychiatrist 

(https://www.lewrockwell.com/2021/02
/joseph-mercola/the-world-is-
suffering-from-mass-delusional-
psychosis/), and yet it would not 
help because the first step to deal
with such a mental condition is 
to admit that you have a 
problem, and that few would do.
I think it’s one more hoax that’s 
here to stay. The TSA’s New 
Mask Mandate 
(http://www.ronpaulinstitute.org/archiv
es/featured-
articles/2021/february/09/the-tsa-s-
new-mask-mandate/) are an 
indication that the mandatory of 
facial masks will be consolidated
in many places. They’re already 
saying that Covid restrictions 
can last forever 
(https://summit.news/2021/02/12/exper
ts-suggest-covid-restrictions-could-
last-forever/). And in the post-
persuasion era 
(https://mises.org/wire/2021-welcome-
post-persuasion-america) we live in,
probably only those who already
reject the use of facial masks 
will read this article, or any 
other material contrary to the 
mainstream version. These 
people don’t care about facts, 
but about narratives. And the 
narrative of covidioty is already 
winning – by far; 98 x 2 (as I see
daily on the streets of my city). 
If they have taken out – without 
protests – even the carnival from
the Brazilians, there are no limits
to what the herd can accept.

The few who come here react by
saying things like “if someone in
your family died of Covid you 
wouldn’t say that”, or “the whole
world is wrong and only the you 
are right”. The first reaction 
reveals such a stupidity that 
shows that the person is unable 
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to realize that even if my entire 
family dies of this disease, it 
would not change the overall 
statistics at all (and although I do
not believe that this data is 
correct – I do not even know if 
this virus has been isolated - 
https://www.lewrockwell.com/2021/01/j
on-rappoport/covid-if-they-havent-
isolated-the-virus-how-can-they-make-
a-vaccine/ – I am using the 
“official numbers”, I am using 
their “version of the story“). It is 
not because someone tragically 
loses the whole family in a 
traffic accident that 
dangerousness increases and 
cars should be banned. I myself 
could die from Covid the next 
day of publishing this article that
nothing in it would lose its 
validity. An anecdotal case is not
a parameter. And the 
argumentum ad populum of the 
second reaction is nothing new, 
as explained in this article. We 
libertarians are right and most 
are wrong on that and many 
other topics. But even though 
thousands of experts are on our 
side (https://gbdeclaration.org/), the 
covidiots are the vast majority. 
Resisting individually 
(https://www.lewrockwell.com/2020/12
/allan-stevo/face-masks-refusal-says-
so-much-because-courage-is-the-
prerequisite-to-all-virtuous-behavior/) 
is what we have left. And 
perhaps take advantage of the 
fact that we are witnessing a 
real-time dystopia 
(https://youtu.be/eMaFCbdnb3k) to 
assess how human stupidity 
leads, from time to time 
(https://consentfactory.org/2020/11/22/
the-germans-are-back/), to such an 
unbelievable state of things – 
and perhaps find a way to use it 
for the sake of liberty.

Ludwig von Mises once said that
“the first thing a genius needs is 
to breathe fresh air.” Apparently 
the inverse of this quote is also 
true; “the last thing a stupid 
needs is to breathe fresh air.” 
We are doomed to a perpetual 
world of fear, ignorance, 
cowardice and submission 
filled with brainless and now 
faceless people.

Is COVID-19 A
Hoax?

Source:
https://www.ukcolumn.org/article/covid

-19-hoax

By Iain Davis

When Piers Corbyn addressed a 
crowd in Liverpool in October 
last year, the Liverpool Echo 
reported 
(https://www.liverpoolecho.co.uk/news
/liverpool-news/conspiracy-theorist-
piers-corbyn-tells-19125232) his 
words as follows:

This Covid-19 virus is a hoax. 
There may have been 
something around in China, 
was it the same thing, was it a 
bio-weapon, who knows. But it
was used to unleash the most 
monstrous power-grab the 
world has ever seen.

He was questioning the official 
narrative we have been given 
about COVID-19, openly 
declaring his doubt about both 
its origin and the nature of the 
disease. However, the thrust of 
his argument was political. The 
"hoax" Piers Corbyn was 
referring to was the exploitation 

of COVID-19 to justify the 
seizure and centralisation of 
authoritarian political power.

In response to this allegation, the
Echo reported:

 Mr Corbyn's speech came two
days after the brother of 
Liverpool Mayor Joe 
Anderson died following a 
battle with severe Covid-19.

Yesterday the ECHO also 
reported the death of 
Liverpool music legend 
Hambi Haralambous, who 
posted a warning to his 
Facebook friends at the end of
September.

The post included a photo of 
him in his hospital bed wearing a
bubble-like ventilation helmet, 
connected to an oxygen supply 
and an array of medical 
equipment, alongside the simple 
warning: "To all my Facebook 
friends who think Covid is a 
hoax. Think again."

The insinuation is obvious: in 
suggesting that COVID-19 was 
a "hoax", Piers Corbyn, and all 
those who agreed with him, were
disrespecting the memory of 
those who have died "with" 
COVID. This argument deploys 
a number of logical fallacies, the
two most obvious being appeal 
to emotion 
(https://yourlogicalfallacyis.com/appe
al-to-emotion) and the strawman 
(https://yourlogicalfallacyis.com/).

Instead of a rational 
argument, mainstream media 
were relying upon powerful 
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imagery and sorrow. Their 
intention was to illicit an 
emotional response in the 
reader. They then falsely 
alleged that by questioning 
COVID-19, Piers Corbyn and 
the gathered crowd were 
disrespecting the lives lost. 
This was an attempt to claim 
moral superiority.

The use of such propaganda 
techniques seems to have been 
deliberate and calculated. 
They were designed to stop 
logical consideration of the 
arguments, increasing the 
chance that the core allegation 
of a political power grab 
would be discarded by the 
reader as unthinkable, obscene
or a disgusting slur; to create a
false belief based upon 
emotion rather than 
rationalism.

The pejorative loading of "hoax"
presents a significant problem 
for critics who are trying to 
reach a wider audience. Anyone 
who questions lockdowns and 
the statistical or scientific 
evidence, supposedly informing 
policy, can then be accused of 
COVID denial 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=yjTk4djCveY). This is another 
loaded term which exploits the 
appeal to emotion fallacy. The 
allusion to Holocaust denial is 
obvious.

Appeal to Authority

Collectively, this litany of 
logical fallacies, incessantly 
deployed by mainstream media, 
culminate in the central 

falsehood of appeal to authority 
(https://yourlogicalfallacyis.com/appe
al-to-authority). We must not 
question what government and 
global health authorities tell us 
about COVID-19. We must trust 
them because the authorities 
have a special and profound 
grasp of reality: one we must all 
appreciate. Questioning 
authority has become heretical.

Despite appearances, the 
science surrounding COVID-
19 is not settled and the 
medical profession are not all 
of one mind. The government 
have selected a small band of 
scientific advisors and have 
ignored every other strand of 
scientific and medical opinion. 
Their grasp of the truth is no 
better than anyone else’s.

There are valid reasons to ask 
if COVID-19 exists and we will
explore them in this article. We 
do so because neither certainty 
nor consensus 
(https://www.ukcolumn.org/blogs/not-
led-by-science) is a core principle 
of science and reason.

Has SARS-Cov-2 Been
Isolated?

There has been a considerable 
amount of discussion about the 
isolation, or not, of SARS-CoV-
2. The argument proposed by 
critics is that unless something 
can be separated from other 
genetic material, in its purified 
form, it cannot be said to have 
been isolated.

Transmission electron microscopic
image of an isolate from the first U.S.
case of COVID-19, formerly known as

2019-nCoV.

If it hasn't been isolated for 
study how can its independent 
existence be established? If the 
existence of SARS-CoV-2 can’t 
be established, then where does 
that leave COVID-19?

People have been at pains to 
point out that Koch's Postulates 
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/arti
cles/PMC3775492/) have not been 
met for SARS-CoV-2. These 
describe the conditions that must
be met in order for a causative 
relationship between a 
microorganism and a disease to 
be established:

(1) The microorganism must 
be found in diseased but not 
healthy individuals;

(2) The microorganism must 
be cultured from the diseased 
individual;

(3) Inoculation of a healthy 
individual with the cultured 
microorganism must 
recapitulated the disease;

(4) The microorganism must 
be re-isolated from the 
inoculated, diseased 
individual and matched to the 
original microorganism.
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Robert Koch, alongside Louis 
Pasteur and Joseph Lister, are 
considered the founders of germ 
theory 
(https://www.britannica.com/science/g
erm-theory). This describes the 
concept that disease is caused by
invading microorganisms. It is 
the basis for modern, western 
allopathic medicine 
(https://www.merriam-
webster.com/medical/allopathy).

Germ Theory views the human 
body as an uninfected biological 
system that must be defended 
against external attack. Should 
microorganisms (germ - viruses)
invade the system, then they 
need to be destroyed.

Our natural immune system can't
always do this, resulting in 
disease that can sometimes be 
fatal. Medicine must intervene, 
either by protecting the system 
against attack (often using 
vaccines) or by destroying the 
invader (drugs, surgery, 
radiation, chemotherapy etc.)

Robert Koch

Robert Koch came to believe 
that his first condition wasn't 
valid after he discovered claimed
asymptomatic cholera and 
typhoid. This has led some to 
suggest that Koch's postulates 
somehow don't count 
(https://respectfulinsolence.com/2020/

12/18/quacks-misuse-kochs-postulates-
to-deny-covid-19/) and that those 
who ask if COVID-19 exists are 
idiots for suggesting they 
should. Laughing heartily at the 
veneration of 19th century 
science and exulting in how far 
we have advanced since then, 
they fail to offer a better 
definition of causality 
themselves.

What is Disease?

We have advanced so far that 
there isn't even a widely 
accepted formal definition of 
disease, let alone what causes it. 
However from the Encyclopedia 
Britannica 
(https://www.britannica.com/science/di
sease) we have:

Disease, any harmful 
deviation from the normal 
structural or functional 
state of an organism, 
generally associated with 
certain signs and 
symptoms and differing in 
nature from physical 
injury.

A symptom is some physical or 
psychological change which can 
be observed. This may be 
experienced by the infected 
person, for example the dry 
cough associated with COVID-
19, or it could be something 
imperceptible, such as painless 
tumour growth.

A sign is the potential evidence 
of something. A positive RT-
PCR test is a sign that you are, 
or have been in the past, infected
with SARS-CoV-2. It doesn't 

mean you have COVID-19. A 
doctor would need to consider 
both signs and symptoms to 
make a diagnosis.

This questions the concept of 
asymptomatic disease. Modern 
medicine commonly screens for 
disease without symptoms; early
screening for cancer for 
example. However, this 
screening is looking for signs of 
a potential diseased not 
necessarily the disease itself, 
though that may also be present. 
Concerns have been raised that 
this results in over-diagnosis 
(https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jam
a/fullarticle/2680554) with people 
undergoing high risk treatments 
for a disease they don't have.

COVID-19 symptoms are hardly
unique. The NHS list them as:

• a high temperature

• a new, continuous cough

• a loss or change to your 
sense of smell or taste

Most people with SARS-Cov-2 
have at least one of these 
symptoms.

Just one of these symptoms, 
which could be attributable to 
practically any respiratory 
illness, bacterial infection, 
allergy or even air pollution is 
supposedly sufficient for a 
doctor to at least suspect 
COVID-19. When combined 
with a positive test then, based 
upon the available evidence, a 
diagnosis of COVID-19 seems 
likely.
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Perhaps Robert Koch was too 
hasty to abandon his first 
postulate. Certainly it is very 
hard to see how anyone can be 
said to have a disease based 
upon signs alone. Yet that is 
exactly how COVID-19 has 
been attributed in an unknown 
number of alleged "cases".

Koch’s Postulates
Updated

In 1937, with the new emerging 
science of virology, Thomas M 
Rivers offered a new version of 
Koch's Postulates 
(https://davidcrowe.ca/SciHealthEnv/p
apers/5393-Viruses-Koch
%27sPostulates.pdf). Rivers' 
amended postulates required that
the following conditions be met 
to prove a virus caused a 
disease:

1. Isolation of virus from 
diseased host

2. Cultivation of virus in 
host cells

3. Proof of filterability

4. Produce same disease in 
host

5. Re-isolation of virus

6. Detection of a specific 
immune response to virus

This was necessary because a 
virus could not possibly meet 
Koch's criteria. Viruses are 
incapable of replication outside 
of a host cell or in any neutral 
medium. Isolation, as suggested 
by Koch, is therefore not 

feasible for a virus.

Thomas M Rivers

As science progressed, with the 
DNA revelations of Watson and 
Crick in 1953, further 
amendments were made to the 
proof demonstrating viral 
causation of a disease. In 1996 
Fredricks and Relman 
(https://cmr.asm.org/content/cmr/9/1/1
8.full.pdf) published an update of 
Rivers Postulates for the viral 
DNA age:

1. A nucleic acid sequence 
belonging to a putative 
pathogen should be present in 
most cases of an infectious 
disease. Microbial nucleic 
acids should be found 
preferentially in those organs 
or gross anatomic sites known 
to be diseased, and not in 
those organs that lack 
pathology.

2. Fewer, or no, copies of 
pathogen-associated nucleic 
acid sequences should occur in
hosts or tissues without 
disease.

3. With resolution of disease, 
the copy number of pathogen-
associated nucleic acid 
sequences should decrease or 

become undetectable. With 
clinical relapse, the opposite 
should occur.

4. When sequence detection 
predates disease, or sequence 
copy number correlates with 
severity of disease or 
pathology, the sequence-
disease association is more 
likely to be a causal 
relationship.

5. The nature of the 
microorganism inferred from 
the available sequence should 
be consistent with the known 
biological characteristics of 
that group of organisms.

6. Tissue-sequence correlates 
should be sought at the 
cellular level: efforts should be
made to demonstrate specific 
in situ hybridization of 
microbial sequence to areas of 
tissue pathology and to visible 
microorganisms or to areas 
where microorganisms are 
presumed to be located.

7. These sequence-based 
forms of evidence for 
microbial causation should be 
reproducible.

Modern science appears to have 
moved us a long way from the 
proof of causality suggested by 
Koch to the far less categorical 
possibilities offered by Fredricks
and Relman. Science rarely 
deals in certainty and new 
evidence must be accounted for. 
This tends to shift it towards 
greater complexity.

Nonetheless, we shouldn't 
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assume that added uncertainty 
necessarily moves us closer to 
the truth. Especially when 
fundamental concepts, such as 
causality for a disease, have 
alternative explanations.

Again, Has SARS-Cov-2
Been Isolated?

It wasn't critics of the COVID-
19 narrative who started the 
debate about claimed 
"isolation." Following the World
Health Organisation's (WHO's) 
classification of COVID-19 
(2019-nCoV renamed 
COronaVIrus Disease 2019 - 
https://web.archive.org/web/20200915
102012if_/https://www.who.int/health-
topics/coronavirus#tab=tab_1), their 
laboratory testing guidance 
(https://in-this-
together.com/Wdh4hd/WHOLabGuida
nce.pdf?x56485) said:

The etiologic agent [causation
for the disease] responsible 
for the cluster of pneumonia 
cases in Wuhan has been 
identified as a novel 
betacoronavirus, (in the same 
family as SARS-CoV and 
MERS-CoV) via next 
generation sequencing (NGS) 
from cultured virus or directly 
from samples received from 
several pneumonia patients.

In the WHO's Novel 
Coronavirus 2019-nCov 
Situation Report 1 
(https://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/han
dle/10665/330760/nCoVsitrep21Jan20
20-eng.pdf?
sequence=3&isAllowed=y), they 
noted:

The Chinese authorities 

identified a new type of 
coronavirus, which was 
isolated on 7 January 
2020……On 12 January 2020,
China shared the genetic 
sequence of the novel 
coronavirus for countries to 
use in developing specific 
diagnostic kits.

The WHO were claiming that 
the SARS-CoV-2 virus had been 
isolated and they gave the 
impression that genetic 
sequences were identified from 
the isolated sample. Diagnostic 
kits were subsequently 
calibrated to test for this virus 
and distributed globally. 
However, the WHO also stated:

Working directly from 
sequence information, the 
team developed a series of 
genetic amplification (PCR) 
assays used by laboratories.

The Wuhan scientists 
(https://www.nature.com/articles/s415
86-020-2012-7) developed their 
genetic amplification assays 
from "sequence information" 
not from an isolated sample of 
any virus. The WHO cited their 
work as proof of isolation. Yet it 
was the Wuhan research 
scientists themselves who stated:

The association between 
2019-nCoV and the disease 
has not been verified by 
animal experiments to fulfil 
the Koch's postulates to 
establish a causative 
relationship between a 
microorganism and a disease. 
We do not yet know the 
transmission routine of this 

virus among hosts.

They had pieced the SARS-
CoV-2 genome together by 
matching fragments (nucleotide 
sequences) with other, 
previously discovered, genetic 
sequences. Using de novo 
assembly 
(https://thesequencingcenter.com/know
ledge-base/de-novo-assembly/), they 
subsequently employed 
quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR) to 
sequence 29,891-base-pair (bp) 
that collectively shared a 79.6% 
sequence match to SARS-CoV. 
As they found more than 29,000 
bp the genome was considered 
complete 
(https://www.sciencedirect.com/science
/article/pii/S1672022920301315).

SARS-CoV (SARS-CoV-1) was 
discovered in 2003 in Hong 
Kong 
(https://www.thelancet.com/journals/la
ncet/article/PIIS0140-6736(03)13077-
2/fulltext) by scientists who 
studied 50 patients with severe 
acute respiratory syndrome 
(SARS). They took samples 
from two of these patients and 
developed thirty cloned cultures 
in fetal monkey liver cells. 
Analysis revealed that there was 
genetic material of "unknown 
origin" in one of these thirty 
cloned samples.

The Hong Kong team examined 
this unknown material and found
a 57% match to bovine 
coronavirus and murine hepatitis
virus. They concluded it must be
from the Coronaviridae family. 
The researchers stated:

Primers for detecting the new 
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virus were designed for RT-
PCR detection of this human 
pneumonia-associated 
coronavirus genome in 
clinical samples. Of the 44 
nasopharyngeal samples 
available from the 50 SARS 
patients, 22 had evidence of 
human pneumonia-associated 
coronavirus RNA.

While all of the Hong Kong 
patients were diagnosed with 
symptoms of SARS only half of 
them tested positive for the 
SARS-CoV-1 virus. To date, we 
don't know why the other half 
didn't.

With a 57% sequence match to 
known coronavirus, 43% of the 
genetic material in SARS-CoV-1
was unaccounted for. The new 
genome was then registered as 
GenBank Accession No. 
AY274119 
(https://science.sciencemag.org/conten
t/sci/300/5624/1399.full.pdf).

The Wuhan Centre for Disease 
Control and Prevention and the 
Shanghai Public Health Clinical 
Centre published the SARS-
CoV-2 genome 
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore
/MN908947.1) as Genbank 
Accession No. MN908947.1. 
(https://www.viprbrc.org/brc/viprStrain
Details.spg?
ncbiAccession=MN908947&decorator
=corona) It was a 79.6% genetic
sequence match to a 57% 
genetic sequence match of a 
suspected betacoronavirus 
found in one of thirty cloned 
samples taken from two 
patients in Hong Kong in 2003.

This was the basis for the 

WHO's claim that SARS-CoV-
2 was isolated on 7 January 
2020.

Isolation did not mean 
separation but rather genomic 
sequencing, and the Wuhan 
team that conducted the 
research were the first to point
out that Koch's Postulates 
hadn't been met for SARS-
CoV-2, rendering the sneering 
rejection 
(https://respectfulinsolence.com/2020/
12/18/quacks-misuse-kochs-postulates-
to-deny-covid-19/) of related 
criticisms as unscientific 
rather absurd.

Drosten to the Rescue

The WHO then used a paper 
published by Corman Drosten et 
al 
(https://www.eurosurveillance.org/cont
ent/10.2807/1560-
7917.ES.2020.25.3.2000045) as the 
basis for their RT-qPCR protocol
for detection and diagnostics of 
2019-nCoV 
(https://www.who.int/docs/default-
source/coronaviruse/protocol-v2-
1.pdf?sfvrsn=a9ef618c_2). This 
defined the RT-PCR tests used 
the world over to detect SARS-
CoV-2 in tested samples. Many 
scientists consider the Corman
Drosten paper to be so poor 
they have requested its 
immediate withdrawal 
(https://cormandrostenreview.com/repo
rt/) from publication.

Among the deluge of criticisms, 
including an apparent lack of 
peer review, no use of negative 
controls and the notable absence 
of any standard operational 
procedure, the scientists 

observed:

The first and major issue is 
that the novel Coronavirus 
SARS-CoV-2 … is based on in 
silico (theoretical) sequences, 
supplied by a laboratory in 
China, because at the time 
neither control material of 
infectious ("live") or 
inactivated SARS-CoV-2 nor 
isolated genomic RNA of the 
virus was available to the 
authors. To date no validation 
has been performed by the 
authorship based on isolated 
SARS-CoV-2 viruses or full 
length RNA thereof.

Based on Corman Drosten et al, 
the subsequent WHO protocols 
define the short nucleotide 
sequences which are supposed to
specify the genetic fragments 
used as primers and probes 
(https://www.differencebetween.com/di
fference-between-probe-and-vs-
primer/) in the SARS-CoV-2 RT-
PCR. Until the recent move 
towards Lateral Flow Devices, 
alleged case numbers were 
almost exclusively based upon 
these tests.

Christian Drosten

The RT-PCR test was supposed 
to enable the genetic signature of
the virus to be identified in 
communities around the world. 
The scientists who criticised the 
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Cormen Drosten paper stated:

[Primers and probes] must be 
specific to the target-gene you 
want to amplify..for virus 
diagnostics at least 3 primer 
pairs must detect 3 viral genes
(preferably as far apart as 
possible in the viral genome) 
… Although the Corman-
Drosten paper describes 3 
primers, these primers only 
cover roughly half of the virus'
genome … Therefore, even if 
we obtain three positive 
signals..in a sample, this does 
not prove the presence of a 
virus.

This concept of specificity is not
shared by the World Health 
Organisation. The WHO's test 
guidelines (https://in-this-
together.com/Exg7jDe/WHO-
LTG20.pdf?x56485). for SARS-
CoV-2 state:

An optimal diagnosis consists 
of a NAAT [nucleic acid 
amplification test ] with at 
least two genome-independent
targets of the SARS-CoV-2; 
however, in areas where 
transmission is widespread, a 
simple single-target algorithm
can be used … One or more 
negative results do not 
necessarily rule out the SARS-
CoV-2 infection.

When a team of Moroccan 
researchers investigated the 
epidemiology 
(https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.11
01/2020.06.18.20135137v1) of 
Moroccan cases of SARS-CoV-2
they found that just 9% tested 
positive for three genes, 18% 

were positive for two and 73% 
percent for just one. Although, 
reliant upon the WHO protocols,
an unknown number may have 
been positive for none.

The WHO do not require the 
detection of three or even two 
viral genes, one is fine. In fact a 
negative result is still considered
a possible indicator of SARS-
CoV-2 infection. The repeating 
of tests is encouraged, 
presumably until a positive test 
is returned.

Given that Karry Mullis, the 
inventor of the PCR test, stated 
that his technology (https://off-
guardian.org/2020/10/05/pcr-inventor-
it-doesnt-tell-you-that-you-are-sick/) 
could "find almost anything in 
anybody," and that "it doesn't 
tell you that you are sick," 
repeated testing is likely to 
provide a positive result 
eventually. The UK 
government's COVID-19 case 
numbers 
(https://coronavirus.data.gov.uk/details
/cases) are actually their 
claimed number of positive 
tests. Their testing regime is 
adapted from the WHO 
protocols and its guidelines. 
This alone provides sufficient 
scientific doubt to question if 
these numbers are plausible. It
is not the only reason.

BLAST It!

When the researchers from the 
Spanish medical journal D-Salud
(http://philosophers-stone.info/wp-
content/uploads/2020/11/The-scam-
has-been-confirmed-Dsalud-
November-2020.pdf) ran the WHO's
specified nucleotide sequences 

through the Basic Local 
Alignment Search Tool (BLAST
- 
https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi)
, which allows a comparison 
with published nucleotide 
sequences stored by the U.S. 
National Institutes of Health 
(NIH) genetic database (called 
GenBank), they found the 
WHO protocols matched 
numerous microbial sequences
and genetic fragments of 
human chromosomes.

For example, a BLAST search 
for the vital RdRp SARS-CoV-2 
sequence revealed ninety-nine 
human chromosome with a 
100% sequence identity match 
and one hundred matched 
microbes, with a 100% sequence
identity match. The Orf1ab (E 
gene) returned ninety results 
with a 100% sequence identity 
match to human chromosomes. 
A microbial search of the target 
for the SARS-CoV-2 E gene 
found ninety-two microbes with 
a 100% match.

The so called unique genetic 
markers for SARS-CoV-2, 
recorded in the WHO 
protocols, are not unique at 
all; literally finding anything 
in anybody. This does not 
mean that SARS-CoV-2 is 
absent but it casts 
considerable doubt on the 
process. Indeed the whole 
concept of viruses can be 
questioned.

Terrain Theory

Just as Koch, Pasteur and Lister 
can be seen as the formative 
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minds behind germ theory so 
Claude Bernard and Antoine 
Bechamp proposed an entirely 
different model of disease called
terrain theory 
(https://seedsofawareness.com.au/unde
rstanding-the-terrain-theory-of-
disease/). Rather than seeing 
germs (bacteria, fungi, archaea 
& virus - or the microbiota) as 
external threats to be repelled, 
Bechamp and Bernard 
considered them to be part of 
human physiology.

Terrain theory is fiercely 
ridiculed by scientific orthodoxy
and the allopathic medical 
establishment. With a global 
pharmaceutical and healthcare 
industry worth trillions of 
dollars, based upon the idea that 
viruses and other microbiota 
attack people, perhaps that isn't 
surprising. However modern 
mainstream science appears to 
be unavoidably adding some 
weight to terrain theory.

Research by the scientists who 
participated in the National 
Institute of Health Human 
Microbiome Project (HMP - 
https://www.hmpdacc.org/hmp/member
ship/) discovered that only 43% 
of our bodies consist of human 
cells (https://archive.is/1CES4). The 
other 57% are microbiota, more 
commonly called germs (not to 
be confused with germ cells - 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Germ_cel
l). Researchers from the HMP 
stated:

The microorganisms that live 
inside and on humans (known 
as the microbiota) are 
estimated to outnumber 
human somatic and germ cells

by a factor of ten. Together, 
the genomes of these 
microbial symbionts 
(collectively defined as the 
microbiome) provide traits 
that humans did not need to 
evolve on their own. If humans
are thought of as a composite 
of microbial and human cells, 
the human genetic landscape 
as an aggregate of the genes 
in the human genome and the 
microbiome, and human 
metabolic features as a blend 
of human and microbial traits,
then the picture that emerges 
is one of a human supra-
organism.

Germs are very much part of our
physiology, just as Bechamp and
Bernard contended. In fact, they 
appear to be the dominant part.

If more than half of our 
physiology is comprised of 
germs it is difficult to 
understand how they can be 
considered simply as invading 
threats. Within our virome 
(which is part of our 
microbiome), viruses in 
particular appear to number in 
the trillions 
(https://www.sciencefocus.com/the-
human-body/the-human-virome-the-
trillions-of-viruses-inside-your-body-
keeping-you-alive/).

Given that the field of virology 
has apparently studied less than 
1% of these viruses 
(https://www.sciencedirect.com/science
/article/abs/pii/S1879625711001908?
via%3Dihub) it seems remarkable 
that the few viruses that 
necessitate drug treatments just 
happen to be within this small 
minority of known pathogens. 

Presumably the other 99% are 
all benign.

Cytopathic Effect

Bechamp and Bernard thought 
that microbes (germs) were 
pleomorphic (capable of 
physically adapting - morphing -
to suit their environment). They 
considered them to be a vital 
component of physiology and 
not external threats.

They hypothesised that their 
morphology was dependent 
upon the terrain of the human 
body. Their form and function 
was seen as response to the 
condition of the human host. 
Where that terrain was 
unbalanced (toxiotic), perhaps 
due to poor diet or 
environmental poisons, germs 
(including viruses - although 
they didn't know of them at the 
time) could start the catabolic 
(disintegration) processes of 
cells. Modern virologists call 
this the cytopathic effect.

Thus good health was seen as 
being much more about 
prevention than cure. Good 
nutrition, a clean water supply, a 
pollution free environment, 
general fitness, psychological 
and spiritual health were 
considered more important in 
combating disease than 
destroying parasitic 
microorganisms. While germs 
(such as viruses) were still seen 
to exacerbate and contribute 
towards cytopathic effects (cell 
death) it was the toxiotic state of
the terrain (conditions), not the 
germ, that instigated this 
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potentially fatal cascade.

Further evidence seemingly 
supporting terrain theory can be 
seen in the public health records.
Vaccines exemplify the 
allopathic model as they are said
to be a barrier against invading 
viruses. Yet a 1977 study by the 
Boston Department of Sociology
(http://vaccinesafetycommission.org/pd
fs/McKinlay%201977.pdf) found that
more than 90% of the huge 
improvements in U.S public 
health occurred prior to 1950 — 
before the widespread use of 
vaccines.

Improvements in sanitation, 
water security, diet, income 
and access to services, were 
found to be by far the most 
significant factors. The study 
estimated that as little as 1% 
to 3.5% of the improvements 
could be directly attributed to 
allopathic medical 
interventions, of which 
vaccination were but one facet.

A 2000 study by John Hopkins 
University and the Center for 
Disease Control (CDC - 
https://jhu.pure.elsevier.com/en/publica
tions/annual-summary-of-vital-
statistics-trends-in-the-health-of-
americ-4) corroborated these 
findings:

… vaccination does not 
account for the impressive 
declines in mortality seen in 
the first half of the century … 
nearly 90% of the decline in 
infectious disease mortality 
among US children occurred 
before 1940, when few 
antibiotics or vaccines were 
available.

Huge reductions in disease and 
mortality occurred during this 
period that had little to do with 
allopathic medical advances. 
Terrain theorists suggest that 
inequality and deprivation breed 
disease, not because pathogens 
fester in slums but because 
people fester in slums.

Dr Rudolph Virchow 
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rudolf_
Virchow), the renowned father of 
modern pathology was strongly 
opposed to the germ theory of 
Koch, Pasteur and Lister. He 
saw disease as a political issue, 
with its roots firmly in 
inequality of opportunity and 
resultant poverty. He said 
"Medicine is a social science, 
and politics is nothing else but 
medicine on a large scale.” 
Perhaps it isn't only 
pharmaceutical corporations 
and healthcare providers who 
have a vested interest in the 
total rejection of terrain 
theory.

It is equally true to point out, 
though, that those who believe in
the importance of the terrain 
often attack germ theory. 
Perhaps this adversarial 
approach fails to appreciate the 
relative strengths and 
weaknesses in both disease 
models. While the truth is 
absolute, we don't have much 
chance of discovering it with 
ego and the denial of evidence 
blocking the path.

Is COVID-19 a Hoax?

To suspect that COVID-19 is a 
"hoax" is not to dismiss the very 

real impact the events of the past
twelve months have had on 
families across the UK. Clearly 
many thousands have died and 
those deaths have been attributed
to a respiratory disease called 
COVID-19.

No one who criticises the 
evidence base for COVID-19 is 
denying that, and they are 
certainly not dismissing the pain 
felt by the bereaved.

Until the late 19th century 
people quite regularly died of 
"consumption." It wasn't until 
the development of germ theory 
that it was realised that this was 
Tuberculosis.

Koch, Pasteur and Lister weren't
disrespecting the lives lost to 
consumption by questioning the 
nature of disease. They were 
examining the medical and 
scientific evidence and forming 
scientific theories based upon 
those observations.

Herein lies the problem for 
anyone who questions the 
official COVID-19 narrative. 
We are living in a time where 
rational inquiry itself is under 
attack. It seems that to 
question the validity of 
COVID-19 is verboten. Yet 
clearly, there are justifiable 
reasons for doing so.

The fake moral outrage of the 
mainstream media, fact 
checkers and professional 
"debunkers," is a defence 
mechanism and a propaganda 
technique. It isn't designed to 
combat the claims of a 
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relatively small group of 
sceptics; its purpose seems to 
be to stop the much larger 
group of somewhat sceptical 
people looking at the evidence.

The People Are
Consumed by

Psychosis,
Schizophrenia,
Ignorance, and

Indifference
Source:

https://www.garydbarnett.com/the-
people-are-consumed-by-psychosis-

schizophrenia-ignorance-and-
indifference/

By Gary D. Barnett

“If you force yourself to be the
same as everyone else. It causes

neuroses, psychoses, and
paranoia. It’s a distortion of
nature, it goes against God’s
laws, for in all the world’s

woods and forests he did not
create a single leaf the same as

another.“
Paulo Coelho

https://www.azquotes.com/quote/47548
4?ref=psychosis

We are facing what some might 
refer to as Armageddon, and 
they are not far wrong. This is 
most certainly a battle of good 
against evil, and at this point, 
evil has the upper hand. Every 
day, many out there continue to 
claim that people are beginning 
to fight back, and that the tide 
will be turned. In my opinion, 
this is simply not true, and in 
fact, any major resistance still 
appears to be mostly absent from

view. The reasons for this 
mistake in judgment are not due 
to what people actually say or 
believe, but in how they act in 
concert. Yes, many know that 
these draconian measures are not
necessary, but the bulk of 
society is happy to tow the line 
of tyranny because they 
actually believe that they 
might gain permission from 
their masters to simply live. 
These are the fools among us, 
and they make up the largest 
part of society, and this does 
not bode well for our future.

Living in constant fear, fear 
that is baseless and ridiculous, 
can only destroy the minds of 
those that are little more than 
frightened sheep at this point. 
Once the state narrative is 
accepted, once the masses turn
to total obedience in order to 
accommodate the ruling class 
in exchange for false promises,
all is lost. Those of us willing to 
risk all for freedom, to stand up 
to these totalitarian monsters, 
and to refuse to bow down to 
any illegitimate authority, face 
censorship, police brutality, 
incarceration, and at some point 
even possible death. Large 
numbers of true dissenters could 
crush this state assault, but those
numbers do not exist in this 
current environment.

The state’s mandates, 
pronouncements, threats, and 
incessant executive orders are 
going on as scheduled, and have 
become relentless in nature, and 
more restrictive every day. This 
could not be happening if there 
were any legitimate pushback 

from this pathetic population. 
Although some of us continue to
fight against this dictatorial plot, 
it is not enough to stop or even 
slow down the agenda-driven 
invasion that has already 
destroyed nearly all of our 
freedom. The continued 
propaganda is sinking into the 
brainless segment of this 
population which is ever 
growing in numbers. By 
wearing these deadly oxygen 
stealing masks, by testing with a 
PCR that is being used to 
deposit foreign elements in the 
brain, by taking this RNA/DNA,
gene altering concoction falsely 
called a ‘vaccine,’ the ability to 
think is systematically being 
destroyed due to the insertion 
and injection of toxic pathogens.
The more that fall into line and 
do everything they are instructed
to do, the less chance there will 
be for any remedy to this global 
reset and takeover of the minds 
and bodies of the American 
people.

With time, and people 
complying with all state orders, 
it will eventually become 
impossible to change this course 
we are on because part of this 
conspiracy is based upon 
implanting toxins in the body, 
controllable nanoparticles in the 
brain, bioweapon ‘viruses,’ and 
any number of other poisons. 
These injected operating systems
are meant to allow control of 
large populations, and this 
technology already exists, much 
of which is still unknown to the 
average citizen, and most others 
as well. In addition to all these 
things, many millions could die 
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from the very adverse effects 
possible from these invasive 
pathogens that could cause great 
harm for months and years to 
come, virtually crippling the 
entire population and future 
generations as well.

Under these circumstances, 
population control through 
democide, which has already 
begun, will become more 
evident in the not too distant 
future, and all will be blamed 
on one or another fake ‘virus’ 
that will be said to have 
mutated, giving rise to 
continuous injections of 
poison. Eugenics never had it 
so easy, as people are lining up 
to die.

Hysteria has set in, children 
are being destroyed mentally 
and physically, and mass 
depression is now common. 
With this comes despair, 
suicide, aggression, and of 
course psychosis. This is 
certainly a “new normal,” but 
it is the state’s creation of a 
new normal so that the ruling 
class can take all and control 
all.

There is no real danger, there 
is no ‘virus,’ there is no 
pandemic, but there is extreme
sickness and death due to all 
the state’s mandates that 
generate mass fear, and 
decimate our immune systems.
The government’s fascist 
partnerships with the 
pharmaceutical industry, the 
military industrial complex, 
the tax-free foundations, the 
technology giants, and their 

control over all monetary 
policy, have allowed these few 
evil tyrants the ability to 
capture and terrorize over 300 
million people in this country, 
and nearly 8 billion around the
world. If this sounds as 
ludicrous to you as it does to 
me, then maybe instead of 
voluntarily being an obedient 
slave, you will have an 
awakening, and finally decide 
to protect yourself and your 
family from this marauding 
scourge called government.

Things will never change 
unless you change them!

The Vaccine
(Dis)Information

War
Source:

https://consentfactory.org/2021/02/23/t
he-vaccine-disinformation-war/

By CJ Hopkins

OK, technically, it hasn’t been 
approved for use — that process 
normally takes several years — 
so I guess it’s slightly 
“experimental,” but the US Food
and Drug Administration and the
European Medicines Agency 
have issued “Emergency Use 
Authorizations,” and it has been 
“tested extensively for safety and
effectiveness,” according to 
Facebook’s anonymous “fact 
checkers,” so there’s absolutely 
nothing to worry about.

This non-experimental 
experimental vaccine is truly a 
historic development, because 
apart from saving the world 

from a virus that causes mild to 
moderate flu-like symptoms (or, 
more commonly, no symptoms 
whatsoever) in roughly 95% of 
those infected, and that over 
99% of those infected survive 
(https://swprs.org/covid19-facts/), the 
possibilities for future 
applications of messenger-RNA 
technology, and the genetic 
modification of humans, 
generally, is virtually unlimited 
at this point.

Imagine all the diseases we can 
cure, and all the genetic 
“mistakes” we can fix, now that 
we can reprogram people’s 
genes to do whatever we want 
… cancer, heart disease, 
dementia, blindness, not to 
mention the common cold! We 
could even cure psychiatric 
disorders, like “antisocial 
personality disorder,” 
(https://www.health.harvard.edu/a_to_
z/antisocial-personality-disorder-a-to-
z) “oppositional defiant 
disorder,” 
(https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/heal
th/conditions-and-
diseases/oppositional-defiant-disorder)
and other “conduct disorders” 
(https://www.psychiatry.org/patients-
families/disruptive-impulse-control-
and-conduct-disorders/what-are-
disruptive-impulse-control-and-
conduct-disorders) and 
“personality disorders.” 
(https://www.psychiatry.org/patients-
families/personality-disorders/what-
are-personality-disorders) Who 
knows? In another hundred 
years, we will probably be able 
to genetically cleanse the human
species of age-old scourges, like 
racism, sexism, anti-Semitism, 
homophobia, transphobia, 
etcetera, by reprogramming 
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everyone’s defective alleles, or 
implanting some kind of 
nanotechnological neurosynaptic
chips into our brains. The only 
thing standing in our way is 
people’s totally irrational 
resistance to letting corporations 
redesign the human organism, 
which, clearly, was rather poorly
designed, and thus is vulnerable 
to all these horrible diseases, and
emotional and behavioral 
disorders.

But I’m getting a little ahead of 
myself. The important thing at 
the moment is to defeat this 
common-flu-like pestilence that 
has no significant effect on age-
adjusted death rates 
(https://twitter.com/SHomburg/status/1
356498148890411010), and the 
mortality profile of which is 
more or less identical to the 
normal mortality profile 
(https://swprs.org/why-covid-19-is-a-
strange-pandemic/), but which has 
nonetheless left the global 
corporatocracy no choice but to 
“lock down” the entire planet, 
plunge millions into desperate 
poverty, order everyone to wear 
medical-looking masks, unleash 
armed goon squads to raid 
people’s homes, and otherwise 
transform society into a 
pathologized-totalitarian 
nightmare. And, of course, the 
only way to do that (i.e., save 
humanity from a flu-like bug) is 
to coercively vaccinate every 
single human being on the planet
Earth! 
(https://www.rt.com/news/516092-
covid-vaccinating-whole-world-
merkel/)

OK, you’re probably thinking 

that doesn’t make much sense, 
this crusade to vaccinate the 
entire species against a relatively
standard respiratory virus, but 
that’s just because you are still 
thinking critically. You really 
need to stop thinking like that. 
As The New York Times just 
pointed out, “critical thinking 
isn’t helping.” 
(https://www.nytimes.com/2021/02/18/
opinion/fake-news-media-
attention.html) In fact, it might be 
symptomatic of one of those 
“disorders” I just mentioned 
above 
(https://www.cnbc.com/2020/09/02/stu
dy-refusal-to-wear-face-mask-
associated-with-psychopathy-
traits.html). Critical thinking leads
to “vaccine hesitancy,” which is 
why corporations are working 
with governments to 
immediately censor any and all 
content that deviates from the 
official Covid-19 narrative 
(https://nypost.com/2021/02/19/white-
house-working-with-social-media-to-
silence-anti-vaxxers/) and 
deplatform the authors of such 
content 
(https://edition.cnn.com/2021/02/10/te
ch/robert-kennedy-jr-instagram-
ban/index.html), or discredit them 
as “anti-vax disinformationists.” 
(https://www.reuters.com/article/health
-coronavirus-white-house-
idCNL1N2KP00E)

For example, Children’s Health 
Defense 
(https://childrenshealthdefense.org/def
ender/latest-data-cdc-vaers/), which 
has been reporting on so-called 
“adverse events” and deaths in 
connection with the Covid 
vaccines, despite the fact that, 
according to the authorities, 
“there are no safety problems 

with the vaccines” 
(https://www.nbcnews.com/health/healt
h-news/cdc-says-no-safety-problems-
pfizer-moderna-vaccines-after-first-
n1258367) and “there is no link 
between Covid-19 vaccines and 
those who die after receiving 
them.” 
(https://abcnews.go.com/Health/post-
vaccination-deaths-dont-covid-19-
vaccine-deadly/story?id=75524209) 
In fact, according to the “fact-
checkers” at Reuters, these 
purported “reports of adverse 
events” “may contain 
information that is incomplete, 
inaccurate, coincidental, or 
unverifiable!” 
(https://www.reuters.com/article/uk-
factcheck-vaers/fact-check-reports-of-
adverse-effects-in-us-database-arent-
confirmed-to-be-linked-to-vaccination-
idUSKBN2AE0QQ)

Yes, you’re reading between the 
lines right. The corporate media 
can’t come right out and say it, 
but it appears the “anti-vax 
disinformationists” are 
fabricating “adverse events” out 
of whole cloth and hacking them
into the VAERS database 
(https://vaers.hhs.gov/reportevent.html
) and other such systems around 
the world. Worse, they are 
somehow infiltrating these 
made-up stories into the 
mainstream media in order to 
lure people into “vaccine 
hesitancy” and stop us from 
vaccinating every man, woman, 
and child in the physical 
universe 
(https://www.standard.co.uk/news/uk/b
oris-johnson-g7-vaccine-whole-world-
b920570.html), repeatedly, on an 
ongoing basis, for as long as the 
“medical experts” deem 
necessary.
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Here are just a few examples of 
their handiwork …

• In Norway, 23 elderly 
people died after 
receiving the Pfizer 
vaccine 
(https://www.reuters.com/arti
cle/uk-factcheck-norway/fact-
check-discussion-of-deaths-
in-elderly-vaccine-recipients-
in-norway-lacks-context-
idUSKBN29P2R1). 
However, according to 
Reuters’ “fact-checkers,”
it turns out, old people 
just die sometimes, 
especially in nursing 
homes, from a variety of 
causes … unless they 
haven’t been vaccinated, 
in which case they 
definitely died of Covid, 
regardless of what they 
actually died of. For 
example, a 99-year-old 
man suffering from 
dementia and 
emphysema, who tested 
negative for the virus 
three times, was added to
the “Covid deaths” 
figures 
(https://www.dailymail.co.uk/
news/article-9279767/BEL-
MOONEY-dad-died-chronic-
illness-hes-officially-Covid-
victim.html?
ito=amp_twitter_share-top) 
because a nursing home 
doctor “assumed” it was 
Covid (which GloboCap 
has expressly instructed 
him to do - 
https://hitchensblog.mailonsu
nday.co.uk/2021/02/how-
covid-deaths-are-
recorded-.html).

• In Germany, 13 of 40 

residents of one nursing 
home died after being 
vaccinated 
(https://www.suedkurier.de/re
gion/bodenseekreis/bodenseek
reis/elf-todesfaelle-im-
seniorenwohnpark-laut-
buergermeister-ein-
tragischer-zufall-und-ohne-
zusammenhang-zum-
impftermin;art410936,107196
52), but this was just a 
“tragic coincidence,” 
which had absolutely 
nothing to do with the 
vaccine.

• In Spain, in another 
“tragic coincidence,” 46 
nursing home residents 
who received the Pfizer-
BioNTech vaccine died 
within the course of one 
month 
(https://childrenshealthdefens
e.org/defender/nursing-home-
residents-spain-die-pfizer-
covid-vaccine/). A further 
28 of the 94 residents 
and 12 staff members 
subsequently tested 
positive

.
• In Florida, a healthy 

middle-aged doctor died 
from an unusual blood 
disorder two weeks after 
receiving the vaccine 
(https://www.medpagetoday.c
om/special-
reports/exclusives/90917), 
but, according to the 
experts, the sudden onset
of this rare 
immunological blood 
disorder (i.e., immune 
thrombocytopenia) 
“should not be 
interpreted as linked to 
the vaccine,” and was 

probably just a total 
coincidence.

• In California, a 60-year-
old X-ray technologist 
received a second dose of
the Pfizer vaccine. A few 
hours later he had trouble
breathing. He was 
hospitalized and died 
four days later 
(https://abc7.com/health/oc-
health-care-worker-dies-after-
2nd-dose-of-covid-
vaccine/10064394/). His 
widow says she’s not 
ready at this point to link
her husband’s death to 
the vaccine. “I’m not 
putting any blame on 
Pfizer,” 
(https://abc7.com/tim-zook-
covid-19-vaccine-death-can-
the-kill-you-
coronavirus/10105246/) she 
said, “or on any other 
pharmaceutical 
company.” So, probably 
just another coincidence.

• A 78-year-old woman in 
California died 
immediately after being 
vaccinated 
(https://www.nbclosangeles.c
om/news/coronavirus/78-
year-old-woman-dies-after-
receiving-covid-19-vaccine-
no-link-suspected/2526566/?
amp=), but her death was 
not related to the 
vaccine, health officials 
assured the public. 
“(She) received an 
injection of the Covid-19
vaccine manufactured by
Pfizer around noon. 
While seated in the 
observation area after 
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the injection, [she] 
complained of feeling 
discomfort and while 
being evaluated by 
medical personnel she 
lost consciousness.” 
Despite the sudden death 
of his wife, her husband 
intends to receive a 
second dose.

• A former Detroit news 
anchor died just one day 
after receiving the 
vaccine 
(https://nypost.com/2021/02/1
8/former-news-anchor-dead-
one-day-after-receiving-
covid-19-vaccine/), but it 
was probably just a 
coincidental stroke, 
which the “normal side 
effects of the vaccine 
may have masked.”

• Also in Michigan, a 90-
year-old man died the 
day after receiving the 
vaccine 
(https://eu.freep.com/story/ne
ws/health/2021/02/18/macom
b-covid-vaccine-death-daniel-
thayne-
simpson/4380833001/), but, 
again, this was just a 
tragic coincidence. As 
Dr. David Gorski 
explained, “the baseline 
death rate of 90-year-
olds is high because 
they’re 90 years old,” 
which makes perfect 
sense … unless, of 
course, they died of 
Covid, in which case 
their age and underlying 
conditions make 
absolutely no difference 
whatsoever.

• In Kentucky, two nuns at 
a monastery died, and 
more than two dozen 
others tested positive, in 
a sudden “Covid-19 
outbreak” that began two
days after the nuns were 
vaccinated 
(https://local12.com/news/loc
al/two-sisters-at-villa-hills-
monastery-die-from-covid-19-
after-28-test-positive-
cincinnati). The monastery
had been completely 
closed to visitors and 
Covid-free up to that 
point, but the nuns were 
old and had “health 
issues,” and so on.

• In Virginia, a 58-year-old
grandmother died within 
hours after receiving the 
vaccine 
(https://twitter.com/consent_f
actory/status/1363186380373
901315/photo/1), but, as 
Facebook’s “fact 
checkers” prominently 
pointed out, it had to be 
just another coincidence, 
because the “vaccines 
have been tested for 
safety extensively.”

And then there are all the people
on Facebook sharing their stories
of loved ones who have died 
shortly after receiving the Covid 
vaccine, who the Facebook “fact
checkers” are doing their utmost 
to discredit with their official-
looking “fact-check notices.” 
For example …

OK, I realize it’s uncomfortable 
to have to face things like that 
(i.e., global corporations like 
Facebook implying that these 
people are lying or are using the 
sudden deaths of their loved 
ones to discourage others from 
getting vaccinated), especially if 
you’re just trying to follow 
orders and parrot official 
propaganda … even the most 
fanatical Covidian Cultists 
(https://consentfactory.org/2020/10/13/
the-covidian-cult/) probably still 
have a shred of human empathy 
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buried deep in their cold little 
hearts. But there’s an 
information war on, folks! 
(http://web.archive.org/web/20210204
200729/https://www.theguardian.com/
world/2021/jan/25/the-information-
warriors-fighting-robot-zombie-army-
of-coronavirus-sceptics) You’re 
either with the Corporatocracy 
or against it! This is no time to 
get squeamish, or, you know, 
publicly exhibit an ounce of 
compassion. What would your 
friends and colleagues think of 
you?!

No, report these anti-vaxxers to 
the authorities, shout them down
on social media, switch off your 
critical-thinking faculties, and 
get in line to get your 
vaccination! The fate of the 
human species depends on it! 
And, if you’re lucky, maybe 
GloboCap will even give you 
one of these nifty numerical 
Covid-vaccine tattoos for free!

Texas ‘Deep
Freeze’: Urgent

Climate Warning
but Not How You

Think
Source: https://journal-

neo.org/2021/02/23/texas-deep-freeze-
urgent-climate-warning-but-not-how-

you-think/

By F.William Engdahl

Cold Climate Change

On February 14 a record Arctic 
cold front swept from Canada 
far south to the southernmost 
parts of Texas on the Mexican 
border. The immediate impact 
has been power outages for up to
15 million Texans who as of 
February 17 remained without 
heat and electricity, as almost 
half the wind units were frozen 
and inoperable from ice storms, 
many permanently. Texas over 
the past five years has doubled 
its share of wind generation to 
the grid in a rush to adopt a 
green energy profile. With some 
25% of the state electric grid 
from wind sources, almost half 
that is out of commission, many 
permanently, from the storm.

Tyler, Texas, once known as the 
“Rose Capital of America,” saw 
temperatures of near -20 C. Gas 
processing plants across Texas 
are shutting as liquids freeze 
inside pipes further reducing 
power just as demand for 
heating fuel explodes. Heating 
fuel prices in Oklahoma jumped 
4000% in two days and are 
rising. Wholesale prices for 

delivery in Texas are trading as 
much as $9000 per mega-watt 
hour. Two days before the 
storms price was $30. In a 
summer peak demand 
(https://coldclimatechange.com/catastr
ophic-climate-news/), a price of 
$100 is considered high.

Reduced gas supplies from 
Texas to Mexican power 
companies have led to blackouts 
in northern Mexico, with almost 
5 million households 
(https://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-
News/World-News/US-Natural-Gas-
Crisis-Spills-Into-Mexico.html) and 
businesses left without power on
February 15.

The Green Energy Fallacy

In addition US oil production, 
centered in Texas, has plunged 
by a third, and more than 20 
Gulf Coast oil refineries are 
blocked as are grain barge 
shipments along the Mississippi 
River. Several analysts of the 
deregulated Texas grid model 
point out that had the state 
maintained a “reliable 
emergency backup” such as is 
possible with nuclear or coal 
power, the blackout could have 
been averted. Recently Texas has
forced six coal power plants to 
close since 2018, owing to state 
rules that force power companies
to take the subsidized wind and 
solar power, undercutting the 
cost of their own coal 
generation. It simply forced 
them to shut down functioning 
coal plants that generated 3.9 
GW. Had those still been on line,
sources say the blackouts could 
easily have been averted. Unlike 
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current wind technology or solar,
coal and nuclear plants can store 
up to a month or more capacity 
on site for power emergencies 
(https://notalotofpeopleknowthat.word
press.com/2021/02/16/texas-freeze-in-
blackouts-as-wind-farms-fail/).

While in northern states like 
Minnesota where severe winters 
are common and prepared for, 
Texas has no such requirements 
for reserve capacity. For 
example, the Minnesota Public 
Utilities Commission requires 
plants to have enough reserve 
capacity online to ensure the 
power stays on during extreme 
circumstances. Instead, Texas 
operates an “energy-only” 
market, where wholesale power 
prices are seen as an adequate 
incentive to bring more power 
plants online. The aim of the 
energy only model was to make 
intermittent wind and solar more
profitable to increase their 
market share over conventional 
alternatives like coal or nuclear.

The state grid model forced 
Texas coal and nuclear plants to 
sell electricity at a loss on the 
market because they are unable 
to reduce their electricity output 
when high wind and solar output
force prices into the red. 
Ultimately, it forced the 
unnecessary closing of the six 
coal plants, just what the green 
energy advocates wanted. The 
flaws in the model are glaring, 
as is the growing dependence on 
unreliable wind and solar 
options to get a dubious zero 
carbon footprint 
(https://www.americanexperiment.org/
2021/02/texas-winter-weather-iced-
wind-turbines-and-rolling-blackouts/).

Grand Solar Minimum?

However there is a far more 
alarming lesson to come out of 
the Texas disaster. That states 
like Texas and countries across
the globe are mandating 
trillions of dollars investment 
in Green Energy to create the 
UN 2030 goal of Net Zero 
Carbon by 2050, by turning to 
manifestly unreliable solar and
wind to replace oil, gas and 
coal power, and even carbon-
free nuclear power, is the 
opposite of what we need if 
solar cycle analysis is accurate.
That flaw has roots in a 
several-decade campaign by 
the UN IPCC and political 
figures such as Al Gore and a 
lobby of scientists whose 
careers depend on ignoring the
greatest factor affecting Earth 
Climate and climate change, 
one which is definitely real—
solar cycles.

Unlike the computer models of 
the climate scientists which 
project a linear rise in Earth 
temperature as “manmade” 
emissions of CO2 rise, the 
unproven “Greenhouse Effect,” 
Earth temperature and climate 
changes are non-linear. They 
have been proven, going back 
several thousand years, to be 
cyclical. And CO2 emissions to 
not drive the cycles. If this is so, 
we as a human species could 
well be implementing policies 
which will leave great parts of 
our world totally unprepared 
and vulnerable to far worse 
and more prolonged climate 
changes than the recent 
disaster in Texas.

According to the US NASA, the 
planet just entered into a new 
solar cycle. They predict that the
current 11 year solar cycle, 
known as Cycle 25, which began
in 2020, “will be the weakest of 
the last 200 years.” 
(https://www.nasa.gov/feature/ames/so
lar-activity-forecast-for-next-decade-
favorable-for-exploration) If so that 
would put it in the time of what 
is known as the Dalton 
Minimum which went roughly 
from 1790 to 1830.

Sunspots or dark spots on the 
sun surface that are usually 
accompanied by huge magnetic 
energy flares out of the sun, 
have been measured daily since 
the process was begun at a 
Zurich, Switzerland observatory 
in 1749. It was noted that the 
number of sunspots or solar 
activity rose and fell in roughly 
11 year cycles. Recent research 
has also identified more complex
longer cycles of around 200 
years period, and 370-400 years.
Solar physicists have numbered 
the 11 year cycles beginning 
from 1749, giving us from mid-
2020 the onset of Solar Cycle 
25.

In 2018 a group of solar 
physicists and mathematicians 
led by Prof. Valentina Zharkova 
at Northumbria University in the
UK, developed a complex model
based on the observed role of the
solar background magnetic field 
in defining solar activity. They 
could predict that the next Solar 
Minimum which began in 2020, 
would approximate the most 
extreme recent period of solar 
minimum, the so-called 
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Maunder Minimum, which went 
from 1645 to 1710. That was 
termed a Grand Solar Minimum,
a prolonged period of extremely 
low solar activity, and began 
about 370 years ago 
(https://watchers.news/2020/09/02/zha
rkova-study-modern-grand-solar-
minimum-2020-2053/).

Zharkova’s group has linked the 
present minima to a drastic 
falloff in the sun’s internal 
magnetic field, a roughly 70% 
downswing in magnetic field 
intensity from its average value, 
arising from regular variations in
behavior of the very hot plasma 
powering our sun. In other 
words we could be at the early 
phase of drastic changes in 
Earth climate lasting several 
decades. Zharkova’s research 
predicts that this Grand Solar 
Minimum period started in 2020,
and expects it to last until about 
2053 
(https://watchers.news/2020/09/02/zha
rkova-study-modern-grand-solar-
minimum-2020-2053/).

During the Maunder Minimum 
volcanic eruptions sending tons 
of ash high into the atmosphere 
created dense grey clouds that 
further blocked solar radiation. 
Volcanic activity and solar 
minimum phases are well 
correlated, believed to come 
from intensified penetration of 
cosmic rays on the Earth 
atmosphere that force greater 
eruptions 
(https://pubs.giss.nasa.gov/abs/st0750
0u.html).

During the Maunder Minimum, 
known in the Northern 
Hemisphere as the “Little Ice 

Age,” the temperatures across 
much of the northern hemisphere
plunged. According to Zharkova 
this likely occurred because the 
total solar irradiance was greatly
reduced, leading to severe 
winters.

A far milder Grand Solar 
Minimum, called the Dalton 
Minimum, from about 1790 to 
1830, while less extreme than 
the Maunder period, led to a 
series of huge volcanic eruptions
between 1812-1815 culminating 
on the record eruption in 
Indonesia of Mount Tambora, 
the world’s largest volcanic 
eruption during historic times. It 
in turn created so much cloud 
density from ash that 1816 was 
known 
(https://pubs.giss.nasa.gov/abs/st0750
0u.html) in Europe as The Year 
Without a Summer.

The cold temperatures saw snow
in New York in summer of 1816.
Crops across North America and
Europe failed in what has been 
called, “the last great 
subsistence crisis in the Western 
world.” In China in 1816 there 
was a massive famine. Floods 
destroyed crops. The monsoon 
season was disrupted, resulting 
in overwhelming floods in the 
Yangtze Valley. In India, the 
delayed summer monsoon 
caused late torrential rains that 
aggravated the spread of cholera 
(https://coldweatheressentials.com/wh
at-happened-last-cold-period-dalton-
minimum/) from a region near the 
Ganges in Bengal to as far as 
Moscow.

Volcanic eruptions are in a 
recent uptick since eruption of 
two huge volcanoes in 
November 2020 in Indonesia at 
Lewotolo and Semeru, as the 
present Grand Solar Minimum 
began, tied to the solar-related 
drop in the magnetosphere, and 
the stronger influx of solar 
cosmic radiation penetrating 
silica-rich magma of the 
volcanoes (https://journal-
neo.org/2021/02/23/texas-deep-freeze-
urgent-climate-warning-but-not-how-
you-think/
%20https://electroverse.net/category/v
olcanic-seismic-activity/).

As Sacha Dobler author of Solar
Behavior notes, “As far as 
temperature is concerned, what 
is crucial is not the energy that 
leaves the sun, but how much of 
this energy is blocked by clouds 
and how much reaches the 
Earth’s surface, and how much 
is reflected back into space by 
ice and snow.” Higher cosmic 
ray penetration of the 
atmosphere during solar minima 
adds to cloud nucleation as do 
volcanic eruptions. Dobler adds, 
“In a Grand Solar Minimum, 
cosmic rays trigger larger flash 
floods, hailstorms and – due to 
jet stream disturbance and 
mixing of atmospheric layers – 
local long-duration 
precipitation events… Due to 
the shifting jet streams and 
changing wind patterns, 
singular heat waves and more 
wild fires are expected.” 
(https://abruptearthchanges.com/2018/
01/14/climate-change-grand-solar-
minimum-and-cosmic-rays/) In short 
we can expect unstable, irregular
weather events over the coming 
decade to three decades if solar 
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physicists such as Zharkova are 
right.

Changing Jet Stream

A significant effect of a major or
Grand Solar Minimum we are 
now entering is changes in the 
position of our Jet Stream. In 
periods of high solar activity the 
jet stream forms a relatively 
stable belt around the Northern 
Hemisphere on the level of 
southern Canada and Siberia, 
keeping severe winter cold 
contained. In solar minima such 
as now, the Jet Stream, instead 
of forming a stable ring, 
becomes highly irregular or 
wavy. That is what allowed the 
unprecedented Arctic cold as far 
south as Texas. This irregular 
and weak Jet Stream allows 
severe cold and snowfall in 
some areas and unusual warm 
pockets in places like Siberia, as 
well as unusually warm and dry 
or wet periods. As we advance 
deeper into the present Grand 
Solar Minimum by 2030 or so, 
physicists expect this “extreme” 
weather change to intensify 
(https://electroverse.net/recap-the-
changing-jet-stream-and-global-
cooling/).

The sun is by orders of 
magnitude the most influential
force affecting Earth climate 
and its climate changes. 
Unfortunately for mankind the
prevailing group of climate 
scientists endorsing the 
narrow untested CO2 
manmade global warming 
hypothesis do not model any 
effect of changing solar 
radiation on our climate. The 

IPCC dismisses the sun as an 
irrelevant factor, something 
that is proving extremely 
dangerous.

Could it be that the Powers 
That Be behind the likes of Bill
Gates or Klaus Schwab know 
well the coming solar 
minimum and the fact that this
one is likely to be as bad or 
worse than the 1790-1830 
Dalton Minimum? Does this 
explain their selection of the 
period 2030 to 2050 in the 
target for UN Agenda 2030? If 
the world is spending trillions 
and diverting precious 
resources to prepare for “zero 
carbon,” while the worst solar 
effects of the past 200 years or 
more unfold in events such as 
Texas and other parts of the 
world experience, it would be 
a diabolical way to accelerate 
their population reduction 
agenda as the world is caught 
unprepared for severe crop 
failure and mass famine.

Memes
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